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Due to the possibility of extracting the features of data through wavelet transformation, its use in time series forecasting 
model has become popular. The appropriate wavelet function selection and the level of decomposition are very necessary for 
a successful use of the wavelet coupled with the artificial neural network (ANN) models. This is because it can enhance the 
performance of the model. A drawback of the wavelet-coupled models is their used a large output number to the ANN, 
thereby making it more difficult to calibrate the neural structure and need a long time to train the model. This study aims to 
develop a wavelet-coupled ANN for the detection of the dominant input data from the wavelet decomposition sub-series for 
use as ANN input to increase the model accuracy with minimum input number. The result showed that the Wavelet 
Transformation and Correlation  Feature Subset Selection (CFS) with ANN can significantly improve the efficiency of the 
ANN models. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ANN recent has emerged as an efficient model 
for forecasting water levels 1,2. The ANN, despite its 
efficiency, may not cope well with the non-stationary data 
without the pre-processing of the input data3,4. 
The wavelet decomposition is considered as an 
effective technique for analysis the non-stationarity and 
non-linear time series of data. A combination of the 
Artificial Intelligence techniques and wavelet 
decomposition has been implemented successfully in the 
field of hydrology applications4–11  
Adamowski 20103 proposed  model for streamflow 
forecasting based on integrated the wavelet 
decomposition technique with Artificial neural network 
(WANN). They evaluate performance of the proposed 
model (WANN) and found that WANN models have 
better accurate for streamflow forecast compared to the 
traditional ANN models. 
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Tiwari 201012 proposed a hybrid model consist from 
wavelet-bootstrap with ANN (WBANN) to study the 
possibility to using the bootstrapping with wavelet 
analysis in the development of a reliable and accurate 
artificial neural network model for flood forecasting. The 
efficiency of their proposed WBANN model was 
compared to the traditional ANN. They  found that 
bootstrap with Wavelet decomposition consider as 
powerful tool to enhance the accuracy of flood 
forecasting model. 
Okkan 201313 developed various hybrid models 
through a combination of the DWT with different black 
box techniques. Some of the black box techniques include 
the feed forward neural networks (FFNN), the least 
squaresupport vector machines (LS-SVM), and the 
multiple linear regression (MLR). They observed that the 
proposed model performance has better compared to the 
traditional models with regards to the determination 
coefficients (R2) and the mean square errors (MSE). Also, 
they observed that the DWT enhanced the MLR and LS-
SVM accuracy. 
